In this paper, a sharp linear trace Li-Yau-Hamilton inequality for Kähler-Ricci flow is proved. The new inequality extends the previous trace Harnack inequality obtained by H.-D. Cao. We also establish sharp gradient estimates for the positive solution of the time-dependent heat equation for some cases. Finally, we apply this new linear trace Li-Yau-Hamilton inequality to study the Liouville properties of the plurisubharmonic functions on complete Kähler manifolds with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature. 623 624 LEI NI AND LUEN-FAI TAM
Introduction.
Consider the Kähler-Ricci flow on a Kähler manifold (M, g αβ (x)):
In this work, (M, g αβ (x)) will be assumed to be complete and noncompact with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature. Solutions of (0.1) on complete noncompact Kähler manifolds with bounded nonnegative bisectional curvature were extensively studied in a series of paper of Shi .
Important properties and applications have also been obtained, see , [C-Z] , [C-T-Z] . In [N-T] , the authors studied the Kähler-Ricci flow from another point of view. Namely, solutions of (0.1) are investigated by using the solution to the Poincaré-Lelong equation obtained in [M-S-Y] , [N-S-T1]. More precisely, it was proved in [N-S-T1], under some mild average assumptions on scalar curvature R 0 (x) of the initial metric g αβ (x), one can solve the Poincaré-Lelong equation:
where Ric 0 is the Ricci form of the initial metric. We should mention that (0.2) was solved by Mok-Siu-Yau [M-S-Y] and Mok [M1] in the case when M has maximal volume growth and the scalar curvature has quadratical pointwise decay. Using the solution of (0.2), one can easily find a function u(x, t) so that where div (h) α = g γδ ∇ γ h αδ , div (h)β = g γδ ∇δh γβ , H is the trace of h αβ with respect to g αβ (x, t), and V is any vector field of type (1, 0) . See Theorem 1.1 for details. In case h αβ is the complex Hessian of a plurisubharmonic solution of (0.3) so that u 0 is not harmonic, then our result implies that w = u t satisfies
which extends Cao's trace LYH type inequality for the scalar curvature . Unlike [C-H] , which mainly considers compact manifolds and is not very specific on noncompact manifolds, we need the growth conditions on h αβ so that one can apply the maximum principle in [N-T] .
As an application of the above results on the study of (0.3) and the linear trace LYH type inequality, we shall study Liouville properties for plurisubharmonic functions on (M, g αβ (x)). Suppose (0.1) has long time solution. Then we have the following: THEOREM 3.1. Let (M, g αβ (x)) be a complete noncompact manifold with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature so that the (0.1) has long time solution. Suppose u 0 is a plurisubharmonic function such that (i) u is bounded; and (ii) ∆u 0 (x) ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)) for some constant a > 0. Then u 0 must be constant.
In C m , a plurisubharmonic function with sub-logarithmic growth must be constant. It is conjectured that this is still true for complete noncompact Kähler manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature. In this paper, we shall also prove that in some cases, the condition that u 0 is bounded in the above theorem can be relaxed. For example, one can prove that if the scalar curvature has quadratic decay in the average sense, then Theorem 3.1 is still true if the condition (i) is replaced by the condition that u 0 has sub-logarithmic growth. This is a special case of a more general result, see Theorem 3.2. In particular, when u 0 (x) is the solution of (0.2), the Liouville result mentioned above implies the gap theorem proved in [C-Z] and [N-T] . For previous results of Liouville properties of plurisubharmonic functions, please see [N-S-T1-2], [N-T] .
As a by-product of our argument, we also prove a Li-Yau type differential inequality for the positive plurisubharmonic solution u(x, t) of (0.3) (see Theorem 2.2). Namely, we have
exactly as in [L-Y] for a fixed metric. Hopefully, this differential inequality will have applications to the study of the plurisubharmonic functions, the Kähler-Ricci flow and other problems.
Here is the organization of the paper. In §1, we shall prove the preservation of nonnegativity of (1,1) tensors and the linear trace LYH type inequality for (1,1) tensors. In §2, we shall study the initial value problem (0.3) and prove the Li-Yau type inequality for the positive solution to (0.3). In §3, we shall study Liouville properties of plurisubharmonic functions.
A Li-Yau-Hamilton inequality.
In this section we shall prove a linear trace Li-Yau-Hamilton inequality which is the Kähler version of the one obtained by Chow and Hamilton in [C-H] . Just as Chow-Hamilton's LYH inequality extends the trace Li-Yau-Hamilton inequality of Hamilton [H3] our differential inequality extends the trace LYH inequality of Cao [Co1] for the scalar curvature. Applications of this new inequality will be given in the following sections.
Let (M m , g αβ (x)) be a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature. Because of the results in [Sh1] , in this section we always assume that solution of the following Ricci-Kähler flow
is nonincreasing in t and is uniformly equivalent to g αβ (x, 0);
(ii) the curvature tensors of g αβ (x, t) are uniformly bounded;
(iii) there exists a constant C such that
; and (iv) g αβ (x, t) has nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature.
Sufficient conditions that (1.1) has long time existence are given in , [N-T], see also [C-T-Z] for the surfaces case.
In this work, we will use the maximum principle of the authors [N-T, Theorem 1.2] from time to time. For the convenience of the readers, we include the statement of this maximum principle here. THEOREM 1.1. Let g ij (x, t) be a smooth family of complete Riemannian metrics defined on M with 0 ≤ t ≤ T for some T > 0 such that for any T ≥ t 2 ≥ t 1 ≥ 0
for some constant C > 0 for all x ∈ M and let f (x, t) be a smooth function such
In the following let h αβ (x, t) be a Hermitian symmetric tensor defined on M × [0, T], which is also deformed by the complex Lichnerowicz-Laplacian heat equation:
We shall obtain a LYH inequality for h αβ provided h αβ is nonnegative and does not grow very fast on M × [0, T]. In application, usually we only know that h αβ is nonnegative initially. Hence we shall discuss conditions on h αβ so that nonnegativity is preserved under the flow. The following lemma is basically from [H3, Lemma 5.1]. LEMMA 1.1. For any a > 0 and C > 0 there exists a positive function φ(x, t) and b > 0 such that exp (b(r 0 (x) + 1)) ≥ φ(x, t) ≥ exp (a(r 0 (x) + 1)) and
where r 0 (x) is the distance from a fixed point o with respect to the initial metric g(0).
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 in [H3] , there is a smooth function f (x) and a constant C 1 > 0 on M such that
As in [H3] , we can choose φ(x, t) = exp (At +αf (x)) for suitable positive constants A and α, then φ will be the required function.
To simplify notations, in the rest of the section, let h be the norm of h with respect to g αβ (x, t),
(1.3)
Suppose h satisfies (1.2), then direct computations show (see [H1] for example):
where A and B satisfy the following conditions: There exists a constant C > 0 such that |A| ≤ CΦ and t|B|
Here we have used properties (ii) and (iii) of g αβ .
Moreover, in normal coordinates
Hence
for some positive constants a and b. Then there exists a positive constant c > 0 such that
Proof. By (1.4) and (1.8), it is easy to see that
for some constant C 1 > 0.
By Lemma 1.1, there exists a function φ(x, t) and constant c > 0 such that exp (c(r 0 (x) + 1)) ≥ φ(x, t) ≥ exp (a(r 0 (x) + 1)) and
with C > 0. By (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11), we have φ + 1 ≥ (1 + Φ) 1 2 by the maximum principle Theorem 1.1. The lemma follows by choice of an even larger c.
Next we shall prove that nonnegativity of h will be preserved by the flow under certain conditions. PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose h αβ satisfy (1.2) and the conditions (1.8) and (1.9) of Lemma 1.2. Suppose also that h αβ (x, 0) ≥ 0. Then h αβ (x, t) ≥ 0 for t > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, there exists a constant c > 0 such that h (x, t) ≤ exp (c(1 + r 0 (x))).
(1.12) By Lemma 1.1, for any C > 0, there exists a function φ such that exp (c (1 + r 0 (x))) ≥ φ ≥ exp (2c(1 + r 0 (x))) (1.13) and
It is enough to show that h αβ (x, t) + φg αβ (x, t) > 0, for any > 0. Now we calculate
Here we have used (1.2) and the Ricci flow equation. By (1.12), (1.13) and the fact that at t = 0, h αβ + φg αβ > 0, if h αβ (x, t) + φg αβ (x, t) > 0 fails to hold at some t > 0, then there is (x 0 , t 0 ) and unit (1,0) vector at x 0 with t 0 > 0 such that (h αβ (x 0 , t 0 ) + φg αβ (x, t))v αv β = 0 and t 0 is the first time that happens. As in [Cw3] , we can extend v in a neighborhood in space-time of (x 0 , t 0 ) such that ∇v and ∆v = 0 at (x 0 , t 0 ) with respect to the metric g(t 0 ) and such that v is independent of time. Hence at (x 0 , t 0 ) we have
Since v minimizes h αβ + φg αβ among all (1,0) unit vectors at x 0 , first variation gives
Using also the fact that M, g(t 0 ) has nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature, we conclude that
for sufficiently large C , since |Rm| is bounded. This is a contradiction.
We should remark that the result is still true if M is compact. In this case, there is no need to impose a growth condition on h αβ . Moreover if h αβ (x, 0) is positive at some point, then h αβ (x, t) will be positive for all t > 0.
In order to apply the maximum principle we also need the following estimates.
LEMMA 1.3. Let h αβ as in Lemma 1.2. Then for any a > 0,
Here B 0 (o, R) is the geodesic ball with center at o and radius R with respect to g(0). Multiply (1.4) by f 2 and integrating by parts, we have:
for some constant C 1 . Here we have used the fact that dV t is nonincreasing. Using (1.6) and Schwarz inequality, we have
for some constant C 2 , where we have used the fact that g(t) and
for some constant C 3 , where we assume R ≥ 1. By Lemma 1.1, h is at most of exponential growth, hence it is easy to see (1.16) is true because g(0) has nonnegative Ricci curvature.
To prove (1.17), multiplying (1.5) by tf 2 and integrating by parts we have for R ≥ 1,
Combining (1.19) and (1.20), we can conclude that (1.17) is true.
To prove (1.18), multiplying (1.4) by tf 2 Ψ and integrating by parts, we have
for some constants C 6 , C 7 , where we have used (1.5). Apply (1.6) and (1.7) to |∇Φ| and |Ψ| respectively, and use Schwarz inequality, we have,
for some constant C 8 . Combining this with (1.16) and (1.17) and the fact that Φ grows at most exponentially, we can conclude that (1.18) is true.
Remark 1.1. (1.17) and (1.18) imply that for any > 0,
Now we are ready to prove a LYH inequality. Let div (h) α = g γδ ∇ γ h αδ and div (h)β = g γδ ∇δh γβ . Consider the quantity
where H is the trace of h αβ with respect to g αβ (x, t 
On the other hand,
Similarly,
Combining the above three we have
Plugging the above into (1.23), the lemma is proved.
LEMMA 1.5. Under normal coordinates at a point,
Proof. Direct calculation shows that
by Lemma 1.4. Therefore we have that
On the other hand
Combining the above three we have that
Plugging into (1.25), this completes the proof of Lemma 1.3.
Taking the conjugation we will have the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1.4 . Under normal coordinates at a point,
Now we are ready to calculate ( ∂ ∂t −∆)Z. By Proposition 1.1, h is nonnegative. However h may be zero somewhere, we consider Z instead, where:
and where > 0 is a fixed constant, R is the scalar curvature, and h αβ = h αβ + g αβ . We calculate them one by one. In the following, we always do computations in normal coordinates at a point because the final result will not depend on the choice of coordinates. From Lemma 1.5, Lemma 1.5 , and the second Bianchi identity we have that
Here we have used (1.2) and the equation satisfies by the Ricci form [Sh3] :
Using Lemma 1.4, Lemma 1.4 and the second Bianchi identity we have that
Taking trace on (1.2) one can have
Now combining them together we have that
Hence by Cao's LYH inequality and the fact that (M, g αβ (x, t)) has nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature, the two factors in Y 1 are all nonnegative tensors. Therefore Y 1 ≥ 0. Since h αβ ≥ g αβ , for each (x, t), Z attains minimum for some V. Then by the first variation we have
Direct calculation also shows that
Combining (1.34)-(1.37) we have that
Differentiate (1.36) and we have
Plugging the above into (1.34) we have that
Using (1.36) we also know that
Plugging into (1.42) and using the fact that Y 1 ≥ 0 and Y 2 ≥ 0, we have
where V is the smooth vector field given by (1.36). Note that both sides of (1.44) do not depend on the choice of coordinates.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since h αβ ≥ g αβ on M × [0, T], by (1.36) and (1.39), we have V ≤ C 1 ∇h , and ∇V ≤ C 2 ( ∇∇h + ∇h 2 ), for some constants C 1 and C 2 . Combining this with (1.44), we have
for some constant C 3 . By (1.44), the corresponding t 2 Z satisfies
for the vector field which minimizes Z. By Lemma 1.2, Lemma 1.3, and (1.45), we have
for any a > 0. By the maximum principle Theorem 1.1, we have t 2 Z ≥ 0 because it is obvious that t 2 Z = 0 at t = 0. Since this is true for the vector field V minimizing Z, we have Z ≥ 0 for any (1,0) vector field. Let → 0 and the proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark 1.1. (i) The theorem is still true for the case that M is compact with positive holomorphic bisectional curvature because of the result in [Co1] . (ii) When h αβ = R αβ , it is known that the Ricci tensor satisfies (1.2). Therefore we can apply Theorem 1.1 to this case. Since
It is the trace of the LYH inequality proved by Cao in . Hence Theorem 1.1 can be considered as a generalization of the LYH inequality of Cao for the scalar curvature. However, we should emphasize that Cao's result has been used in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Deforming plurisubharmonic functions.
Let (M m , g αβ (x, t)) be a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature deformed by the Kähler-Ricci flow (1.1). As in the previous section we assume that (1.1) has solution on M × [0, T] which satisfies condi-tions (i)-(iv) in that section. In this section we shall study the plurisubharmonic functions deformed by the time-dependent heat equation:
∂zα∂z β and u 0 (x) is a plurisubharmonic function on M. First, we shall consider the more general case and drop the assumption that u 0 is plurisubharmonic. We have the following existence result. Using ϕ and −ϕ as barriers, the existence part of the proposition follows. Uniqueness follows from the maximum principle Theorem 1.1.
Next we shall study properties of the solution u obtained in the proposition. We need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1 . Let u(x, t) 
Combining with (2.3), we conclude that u αβ satisfies (1.2).
In the following, ∇ and ∆ denote the covariant derivative and the Laplacian with respect to the initial metric. PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u 0 be a smooth function such that |u 0 (x)| ≤ exp (a(r 0 (x)+ 1)) for all x for some positive constant a > 0. Let u(x, t) be the solution of (2.1) obtained in Proposition 2.1. We have the following:
where u αβ 2 = g αδ g γβ u αβ u γδ .
(ii) If in addition, B 0 (o,r) | ∇u 0 | 2 dV 0 ≤ exp (a (1 + r)) for some a > 0, where B 0 (o, r) is the geodesic ball with center at o and radius r with respect to the initial metric g(0), then
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, there exist a positive constant and c such that |u(x, t)| ≤ exp (c(r 0 (x) + 1)) (2.11)
we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 to conclude that for any b > 0
Combining with (2.12), one can also proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 and conclude that (2.7) is true. In case | ∇u 0 | 2 satisfies the condition in (ii), then one can prove (2.8) similarly.
By (2.13), it is easy to see that ( ∂ ∂t −∆)( |∇u| 2 + 1) ≤ 0. Suppose | ∇u| 2 ≤ C 1 on M, then by (2.7) we can apply Theorem 1.1 to conclude that (2.9) is true.
Since u αβ satisfies (1.2), as in the proof of (1.11) we have
where we have used (2.13). By (2.8) and (2.9), we can apply the maximum principle in [N-T] and conclude that sup
where we have used the fact that | ∇u| 2 ≤ C 1 . From this (2.10) follows.
Next, we shall study the properties of u(x, t) in case the initial value u 0 is plurisubharmonic. THEOREM 2.1. Let u 0 (x) be a smooth function on M such that (a) u 0 is plurisubharmonic; and (b) there exists a > 0 such that |u 0 (x)| ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)) and ∆u 0 ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)). Let u be the solution of (2.1) obtained in Proposition 2.1. We have the following:
(i) u(x, t) is plurisubharmonic for t > 0.
(ii) If u 0 is not harmonic, then w = u t > 0 for t > 0, and we have the following differential inequality:
If in addition, sup M | ∇u 0 | 2 ≤ C 1 < ∞ for some constant C 1 , then u αβ satisfies (2.10) for some constant C 2 .
Proof. Let f = ∆u 0 ≥ 0. By assumptions, |u 0 (x)| ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)) and f (x) ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)). It is easy to see that
for some a > 0. Hence u αβ satisfies (2.8) by Proposition 2.2. Since u 0 is plurisubharmonic, we also have u αβ 2 (x, 0) ≤ exp (a (1 + r 0 (x)) for some a > 0. By (i), Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 2.1, we conclude that u is plurisubharmonic for t > 0.
Since u αβ satisfies (1.2) by Lemma 2.1 and w = u t = ∆u, taking trace of (1.2), we have
If w(x, t) = 0 for some x and t > 0, then by the strong maximum principle (see [Cw3, Proposition 3 .6]), we have ∆u 0 = 0 on M. Hence if u 0 is not harmonic, then w > 0 for t > 0.
Since u αβ satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.2, if we let h αβ , in Theorem 1.2 to be u αβ , then in normal coordinates div (h) α = ∇ γ u αγ = ∇ α (u t ) and div (h)δ = ∇ᾱu αδ = ∇δ(u t ),
for any (1, 0) vector field V. Combining this with (2.14), we have
Choosing V α = − ∇αw w we conclude that (ii) is true. The last assertion follows from Proposition 2.2 immediately.
Remark 2.1. If u 0 (x) is a solution to the Poincaré-Lelong equation √ −1∂∂u 0 = Ric(x, 0), by Theorem 1.3 of [N-T] we know that we have a solution u(x, t) to (2.1) in this case with √ −1∂∂u(x, t) = Ric(x, t). Then (ii) in Theorem 2.1 is nothing but the differential LYH inequality of Cao on the scalar curvature since w(x, t) = R(x, t).
Next we shall prove a Li-Yau type differential inequality for the positive plurisubharmonic solution of (2.1). The result will not be needed in the next section.
THEOREM 2.2. Let u(x, t) be a positive solution to (2.1) such that u(x, t) is plurisubharmonic for all t. Then we have the following differential inequality:
where η > 1 is a constant. Direct calculation shows that in normal coordinates at a point:
Using the fact that
Once we have (2.20), we can use the cut-off function argument as in [L-Y] to carry the interior estimates. For the sake of the completeness we include the argument here. Let ψ(s) be a cut-off function such that 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1, ψ(s) ≡ 1 for s ∈ [0, 1] and ψ(s) ≡ 0 for s ≥ 2. We also require that
Suppose Φ attains a positive maximum at (x 0 , t 0 ). Then we have at (x 0 , t 0 ):
Note that φ may not be smooth at x 0 in the space variable, but we can always use the trick of Calabi as in [L-Y] . φ may not be smooth in the t variable at t 0 , but we can use the difference quotient so that the final result of the following computations is correct. Hence the above differential inequality together with (2.20) implies that at (x 0 , t 0 )
Using (2.21) we have that
Also Theorem 17.2 of [H4] implies that
Here C 2 is a constant dependent of C 1 , m and the upper bound of |Rm| (x, t) .
for some constant C 3 independent of R. From which we have that
Here we have used the fact that g(t) is nonincreasing so that B t (o, R) ⊃ B 0 (o, R).
Letting R → ∞ and then η → 1 we have (2.15).
Liouville properties of plurisubharmonic functions.
In this section, we shall discuss Liouville properties of plurisubharmonic functions using the LYH type inequality in §1 and the results of §2. In this section, we always assume that (M, g αβ (x)) is a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with bounded nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature. We also assume that for all x ∈ M and r > 0, k(x, r) ≤ (r) for some nonincreasing function (r) with lim r→∞ (r) = 0, where k(x, r) = B 0 (x,r) R 0 dV 0 (3.1) and R 0 is the scalar curvature of M, g αβ (x). By [N-T], we know that (1.1) has a solution g αβ (x, t) on M × [0, ∞) such that for any 0 < T < ∞, g αβ satisfies
To illustrate the idea of the proof to a more general result, let us begin with the following particular case. In this case, what we need is to assume that (1.1) has long time solution g αβ so that for any T < ∞, conditions (i)-(iv) in §1 are satisfied by g αβ on M × [0, T].
THEOREM 3.1. With the above assumptions, suppose u 0 is a plurisubharmonic function such that (i) u is bounded; and (ii) ∆u 0 (x) ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)) for some constant a > 0. Then u 0 must be constant.
By Proposition 2.1, there is a unique solution u(x, t) with initial data u 0 . Moreover, by Proposition 2.1 and the maximum principle in [N-T, Theorem 1.2], we conclude that u is uniformly bounded.
Since ∆u 0 (x) ≤ exp (a(1 + r 0 (x)), by Theorem 2.1(i) we conclude that u(x, t) is plurisubharmonic for all t > 0. Moreover, suppose u 0 is not harmonic, then by Theorem 2.1(ii) w = u t > 0 for t > 0 and tw is nondecreasing in t. Hence
Since w(x, 1) > 0, let t → ∞, the above inequality contradicts the fact that u is uniformly bounded. Hence u 0 must be harmonic and is constant by [Y] .
Next we shall generalize Theorem 3.1 by relaxing the condition that u 0 is bounded. In the following, we always assume that u 0 is a plurisubharmonic func-tion on M such that there exists a constant a > 0 such that
for all x ∈ M. Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that if u 0 is bounded, then u 0 will satisfy the first inequality of (3.3).
Because of (3.3), let u be the solution of (2.1) with initial data u 0 constructed in Proposition 2.1. By Proposition 2.2, u is plurisubharmonic for all t ≥ 0.
Let v(x, t) = u(x, t) − u 0 (x). Also, let m(t) = inf x∈M F(x, t). Then m(t) ≤ 0, nonincreasing, and is finite for fixed t by properties (ii) and (iv) in §1 and the fact that F(x, t) = − t 0 R(x, s) ds, where R(x, s) is the scalar curvature at time s.
LEMMA 3.1. With the above assumptions and notations, we have
Proof. As in [Shi, p. 156 ], using the fact that g αβ is nonincreasing, we have
The result follows. LEMMA 3.2. With the same assumptions and notations as in Lemma 3.1, there is a constant C such that for all (x, t) ∈ M × [0, ∞), we have
Proof. First note that v(x, 0) = 0 and v t = u t = ∆u ≥ 0. Hence v ≥ 0. We need a more refined estimate of (2.10). More precisely, the Bochner formula on u αβ 2 says that
Using the LYH type inequality of H.-D. Cao as in [N-T] we have that tR(x, t) ≤ −2m(2t).
Combining them we have that
Here Φ = u αβ 2 . Now we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 (iii) to conclude that sup M×[0,T] ((−m(2T) + 1)|∇u| 2 + (1 + tΦ) 1 2 ) ≤ a 2 (−m(2T) + 1) + 1, which then implies
for some constant C 1 depending only on m and sup M | ∇u 0 |.
for some constant C 2 independent of x and t. The proof of the lemma is completed.
Using the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 in [N-T], we have: for some constant C 2 independent of (x, t). By (3.4) and the fact that v t ≥ 0, we have ∆v ≥ − ∆u 0 . Since v ≥ 0, by the generalized mean value inequality [N-T, Lemma 2.1], (3.7) and ( if R is large, for some constants C 3 and C 4 independent of (x 0 , T) and R. Let R be such that (2R) 2 = T 3 2 (1 + T)e −m(2T) (−m(2T) + 1), then by (3.6), we can conclude that lim sup t→∞ v(x 0 , t) log t = 0. (3.9)
We claim that u 0 is harmonic. Suppose not, then as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have u(x 0 , t) ≥ C log t for some constant C > 0 for all t ≥ 1. This is impossible.
By the definition of R in (3.6), it is easy to see that log R ≥ log t when t is large. Hence (3.6) implies that lim sup R→∞ sup ∂B 0 (o,R) u 0 log R = 0.
Since u 0 is harmonic, it must be constant by [C-Y] .
Since one can solve the Poincaré-Lelong equation for a (1,1) form on a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature under rather weak assumptions on the (1,1) form (see [N-S-T1]), one can apply Theorem 3.2 (or Theorem 3.1) to obtain results on the flatness of the holomorphic line bundles. As an example, we have the following: 
